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An epic tale of freedom and slavery, love and war, and the potential futures of humankind tells of a
twenty-first century California clan caught between two clashing worlds, one based on tolerance, the
other on repression.
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Over the last few years I've reread this book time and time again and always find it as deeply
moving and inspiring as the first time I read it. Periodically, I buy this book for friends and when I do,
I come back to this page and read the reviews. The reason this book is so remarkable is that it deals
with a human truth so fundamental as to often be missed: You can't change society until you
transform human consciousness. No legislation, no religious movement, no self-help group, no
philosophy is going to do it. Only each individual human being learning how to be aware, to find their
own unique spiritual expression, to practice tolerance of the lifestyles and the spiritual belief
systems of others will make a fundamental difference. When each individual person knows the earth
is sacred in a personal, experiential and intimate way because they have taken the time to BE with
the world, only then will we truly find ways to preserve and protect it. In the San Francisco portrayed
in this novel, no child goes unnurtured or uneducated, no one goes hungry, no person is without a
home. It's a sad situation when we have to think of this state of affairs as "science fiction." Almost
every person who falls between the cracks in our society starts out in life with a family and a
community. Perhaps we can't help everyone, but if each person just did what was in front of him or
her to do, there would be less suffering in the world. The building of solid community and healthy

inter-dependence is another key to this novel. We live isolated lives but, truly, we need each other.
We are stronger when we are connected with others. There is a verse in the Bible that says, "A
people without a vision perish." This book provides a vision, a starting point that is valuable and
practical and useful.
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